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A Summary of the 2008 Critical Review

Prospects for Future Climate Change
and the Reasons for Early Action
by Michael C. MacCracken

Combustion of coal, oil, and natural gas
and, to a lesser extent, deforestation, landcover change, and emissions of halocarbons and other greenhouse gases (GHGs),
are rapidly increasing the atmospheric
concentrations of climate-warming gases.
Past emissions have initiated warming of
0.1–0.2 °C per decade since the 1970s, leading to accelerated loss of snow cover and
Arctic sea ice, more frequent occurrence of
very heavy precipitation, intensification of
severe storms, rising sea level, and shifts in
the natural ranges of plants and animals.

Warming above pre-industrial levels is already ~0.8 °C, and
present atmospheric levels of GHGs will contribute to a further warming of 0.5–1.0 °C, as equilibrium is re-established.
Warming has been and will be greater in mid and high
latitudes compared to low latitudes, over land compared to
oceans, and at night compared to day.
As emissions continue to increase, both warming and the
commitment to future warming are presently increasing at a
rate of ~0.2 °C per decade, with projections that the rate of
warming will further increase if emissions controls are not
put in place. Such warming and the associated changes are
likely to cause severe impacts to key societal and environmental support systems. Present estimates are that limiting
the increase in global average surface temperature to no
more than 2–2.5 °C above its 1750 value of ~15 °C will be
required to avoid the most catastrophic, but certainly not
all, consequences of climate change. Accomplishing this will
require reducing emissions sharply by 2050 and to near zero
by 2100. This can only be achieved if: (1) developed nations
move rapidly to demonstrate that a modern society can function without reliance on technologies that release carbon
dioxide (CO2) and other GHGs to the atmosphere; and
(2) developing nations act in the near-term to sharply limit
their non-CO2 emissions while minimizing growth in CO2
emissions, and then in the long-term join with developed
nations to reduce all emissions as cost-effective technologies
are developed.

Understanding Climate Change

For the past 20 years, the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), which was established by the
World Meteorological Organization and the United Nations
Environmental Programme in 1988, has been conducting
assessments of the effects of human activities on climate,
the resultant impacts on the environment and society, and
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options for slowing and stopping climate change. These
assessments have spurred significant gains in our understanding of climate change and, through their wide-ranging and
rigorous review process, gained extensive credibility, including the endorsements of the academies of science of many
countries and many professional societies. As explained in
more detail in the full-length 2008 Critical Review,1 the basic
scientific aspects of climate change are very well established
and the risk of significant impacts is very clear, even though
many details remain to be worked out and not all uncertainties will ever be eliminated.
Important Findings To Date
The most important findings can be summarized as follows:
1. Emissions from human activities, particularly the
combustion of fossil fuels, are changing atmospheric
composition, especially by raising the concentrations
of climate-warming gases.
2. Enhancing the natural greenhouse effect will lead
to global warming and associated changes in climate
that will persist for centuries.
3. Changes in the climate are already evident and consistent with a human influence.
4. Future climate change is projected to be substantial.
5. Both the environment
and society will be
impacted in significant
ways.
6. Slowing the ongoing
change will require
substantial reductions
in GHG emissions over
coming decades in
order to limit anthropogenic interference
with the climate system and avoid the most harmful
consequences.
The first two findings are very well established; the second
two findings are becoming increasingly well established;
and the last two findings address the challenge society faces
in dealing with the issue. The support for these findings is
presented briefly in the following sections, followed by an
outline of the actions that will need to be taken to avoid the
worst consequences.
Finding 1: Human Activities Are Changing Atmospheric
Composition. In 2005, the atmospheric CO2 concentration
measured at the Mauna Loa Observatory in Hawaii was
~379 parts per million by volume (ppmv). This concentration, which closely tracks the concentration at other stations
around the globe, is ~22% higher than the value of ~315
ppmv observed when the station was established in 1957 and
~35% above the pre-industrial value of ~280 ppmv. The concentrations of other GHGs, such as methane (CH4), nitrous
oxide (N2O), chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), and other halocarbons, are also rising. Because the removal processes are
slow relative to the emissions, the increased concentrations,
except for CH4, will persist for centuries or longer, transforming the problem into an intergenerational issue.

These increases in atmospheric concentrations are being
driven by a range of human activities. Net emissions of CO2
from land-use change and deforestation are estimated to
have been contributing ~1.5 ± 0.5 PgC/yr (1 PgC = 1 petagram of carbon = 1015 grams of carbon) for the past 50 years.
The combustion of coal, oil, and natural gas, which transfers
geologically stored carbon into the atmosphere, was about
equivalent to the land use contribution in 1950, but has
grown dramatically since then. Annual fossil-fuel emissions
totaled ~7 PgC/yr in 2000 and have risen to ~8.4 PgC/yr in
2006. This acceleration in emissions is occurring primarily
as a result of the rapid growth in the global economy, especially due to the increase in the number of coal-fired power
plants being constructed in China and southern and eastern
Asia. While approaches are available to limit the emissions
of many of the non-CO2 GHGs, most projections suggest
continuing rapid increases in CO2 emissions unless strong
policy actions are taken.
Finding 2: Higher CO2 Concentrations Will Warm
the Planet. The Earth’s climate is different than that of
the Moon largely because of the presence of the Earth’s
atmosphere. Rather than incoming solar radiation directly
striking the surface, with the absorbed fraction warming
the surface up until balanced by emission of infrared
(IR) radiation, the atmosphere intervenes, reflecting and absorbing some of
the incoming solar radiation, and absorbing and
emitting back toward the
surface much of the outgoing (upward-directed) IR
radiation, thereby impeding the natural cooling of
the planet. As a result, the
Earth’s surface temperature is ~33 °C higher than it would
otherwise be.
Mars and Venus provide excellent tests of our understanding that GHGs cause this warming to occur. The surface
temperature of Venus is much higher than that of Earth, but
not because Venus is closer to the Sun. On a per-unit-area
basis, the very bright clouds that make Venus so visible in the
night sky limit the absorption of solar radiation to less than
the Earth’s. Instead, Venus’s very high atmospheric concentrations of GHGs allow some solar energy to pass through,
but then recycle the IR radiation over and over to pump up
the surface temperature. Although the Martian atmosphere
is mainly CO2, it is farther from the Sun; lacking water vapor,
its surface temperature is only slightly elevated by its GHGs.
Once adjustments are made for the very different compositions and pressures of these planetary atmospheres, the same
radiation models used to simulate solar and IR radiation
fluxes in the Earth’s atmosphere explain the conditions
observed on the Earth’s sister planets. Without doubt increasing the concentrations of GHGs will amplify the warming,
leading to climate change and sea-level rise.
Finding 3: Human Activities Are Already Changing the
Climate. That the climate is changing is evident from the

Even with sharp reductions
in emissions, the climate will
continue to change.
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increasing upturn in global average temperature since the
start of the Industrial Revolution. Overall warming totals
~0.8 °C, with most of the increase occurring since 1970.
Increases in ocean temperatures and in sea level (because
ocean warming causes thermal expansion); reductions in
sea ice, mountain glaciers, snow cover, and, increasingly, in
ice sheet mass; and poleward and upward shifts in the ranges
of temperature-sensitive species all provide reinforcing evidence that change is already underway.
To evaluate the relative contributions of natural factors
(e.g., changes in solar radiation and volcanic activity) and
human-induced factors (e.g., increases in GHG concentrations, changes in aerosol loadings, changes in stratospheric
ozone), global atmosphere-ocean models are used to determine their individual and combined influences. The newest
model results match changes in temperature since the start
of the 20th century on not only a global basis, but also on
a continental-scale basis. Changes in the early part of the
record appear to have been mainly due to natural factors,

with the warming influence of GHG increases being offset by
the cooling influence of sulfate aerosols. For the past several
decades, however, natural factors have likely played a very
small role (solar radiation has actually been slightly decreasing). Indeed, the observed warming can only be explained by
the rising concentrations of GHGs, which, because their net
lifetime in the atmosphere is decades to centuries (depending on species), keep accumulating while the aerosol burden
plateaus due to their short lifetime.
Finding 4: Much Greater Climate Change Lies Ahead.
IPCC’s 2007 assessment presents projections of changes in
climate from an international set of comprehensive atmosphere-ocean-land-cryosphere models for three scenarios
of how international society and its sources of energy (and
therefore GHG emissions) might evolve in the absence of
specific policy actions to limit GHG emissions. For the 21st
century, the models project the global average temperature
will increase to ~2.5–4.5 °C above its pre-industrial level.
While this may seem like a modest increase compared to

Figure 1. Examples of global impacts in key sectoral areas projected to result from changes in climate associated with the indicated increase in global average
temperature and, where relevant, increases in sea level and atmospheric CO2 concentration.
Source: Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), Working Group II, 2007. Reprinted with permission from IPCC (Summary for Policy-Makers). Copyright 2007 Cambridge
University Press.
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seasonal variations or the change experienced in relocating from New York to Arizona, this shift is equivalent to
approximately half of the warming since the peak of the
last glacial, when 2 km of ice covered northern North
America, and roughly three times the warming during the
last interglacial 125,000 years ago, when sea level was 4–6
m higher than at present.
For the next few decades, the global average temperature
is projected to increase 0.2–0.3 °C per decade. This rate of
warming is not strongly dependent on the emissions scenario,
in part, because the mix of energy technologies will change
only slowly and, in part, because much of the warming over
the next couple of decades will be a result of the continuing
warming influence of past emissions. Beyond 2050, however,
how our energy choices evolve over coming decades, with or
without policy, make an increasing difference.
Warming is not all that occurs. Storm tracks shift in
response to the changes in temperature gradients and
airflows, leaving some regions drier. Precipitation tends to
become more intense, continuing recent trends, leading to
more drenching rains and flooding. Away from the storm
tracks, higher temperatures increase evaporation, decreasing
soil moisture and causing faster transition to drought conditions. The warming of the oceans and melting glaciers alone
are projected to contribute to sea-level rise of ~0.3–0.5 m by
2100, which is roughly double the rise that occurred due to
climate change during the 20th century. Based on what happened 125,000 years ago when orbital variations caused the
world to be slightly warmer, loss of ice from the Greenland
and Antarctic ice sheets could at least double this amount,
and cause substantial additional rise in sea level thereafter.
Finding 5: Substantial Societal and Environmental
Impacts Will Result. Even in the absence of temperature
change, the rise in CO2 concentration alone will affect the
biosphere. On land, the increase will tend to help plants grow
faster and use available soil moisture more efficiently. To the
extent that crops can out-compete the weeds and pests that
will also benefit, this can increase yields, especially in the
most productive areas. In the oceans, however, the rising
CO2 concentration will decrease the pH. This effect is already
reducing the depth at which calcium carbonate sediments
dissolve. By mid-century, further ocean acidification will
threaten shell-forming organisms at the base of the marine
food web, as well as the world’s coral atolls, which provide
homes to significant numbers of species. The potential seriousness of this issue is only just emerging.
Climate change itself will have a wide range of dramatic
consequences (see Figure 1). In many cases, the effects will
more rapidly and intensely impact the poor and indigenous
peoples because they have fewer resources for proactive
adaptation. Warming will force the relocation of many species. As they are crowded out by species from lower latitutes,
high-latitude and high-altitude species will be pushed toward
extinction and significant loss of global biodiversity is projected. For food and fiber production, increases are likely
in mid-latitudes for small warming, but larger warming will
lead to very hot and dry periods during the growing season;
in addition, pressure from pests and weeds will increase
awma.org

significantly. In some regions, pest outbreaks are already killing off key tree species, increasing the likelihood and intensity
of wildfire under the increasing hotter and drier weather
conditions caused by global warming. Human health is likely
to be most impacted by more frequent and intense heat waves,
greater threats of insect and other vector-borne diseases, and
challenges posed by more extreme weather. Of most longterm concern are the disruption of coastal habitats and the
dislocation of people and infrastructure that are expected
from significant sea-level rise, with the effects initially felt in
low-lying river deltas, but by late in the century, affecting more
of the coastal plain, especially in regions exposed to higher
storm surges from more intense tropical cyclones.
Finding 6: Significant Emission Reductions Are Required.
To limit the projected impacts, the nations of the world,
including the United States, adopted the United Nations’
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)
in the early 1990s. Its objective is to stabilize “greenhouse
gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would
prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the
climate system,” doing so in a manner that would protect
ecosystems and food production while enabling “economic
development to proceed in a sustainable manner.” Achieving
stabilization will only be possible by reducing emissions of
GHGs to match their removal rates by physical, chemical, and
biological processes. Stabilizing at near the present CO2 concentration, which is the primary cause of the global warming
observed today, would require cutting emissions to ~80%
below present levels. Because such a sharp reduction would
take time, the CO2 concentration would continue to rise
to well above its present level of ~385 ppmv. Even the most
optimistic of IPCC’s emissions scenarios result in the CO2
concentration rising to more than 500 ppmv (and effectively
even higher due to the warming contributions of increases in
the concentrations of other GHGs). Less ambitious efforts to
control emissions are projected to lead to a CO2 concentration of 700–1000 ppmv. As a result, returning atmospheric
composition to a state compatible with the present or an
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is rising at a faster and faster pace.
To resolve deadlocked labor negotiations, a mediator is
often brought in to put on the table an agreement that gets
done what must be done, spreading the pain and sacrifice
in a way that neither side may be entirely happy with, but
that both sides can accept. In my view, this is what needs to
be said, and accepted:
• On behalf of the global environment: The climate is changing, glaciers and sea ice are melting and ice sheets are starting to deteriorate,
sea level is rising at an accelerating rate, and
the ranges of species that can move are shifting,
while the populations of species that cannot are
starting to drop. The rising CO2 concentration is
Getting to a World with a Stable and
acidifying the oceans and threatening the base of
Acceptable Climate
the marine food chain that sustains humankind
While an international negotiating process is underway, the
and other life. The pace of change is already too
Kyoto Protocol, negotiated in 1997 and coming into force
high and the world is headed toward dangerin 2005 to cover the period out to 2012, can only be considous and even catastrophic change. The nations
ered a very modest first step. To an outside observer, the
of the world must rapidly shift to technologies
ongoing negotiations appear to be proceeding very slowly,
that derive their energy services without severely
looking a lot like a deadlocked labor negotiation. Neither the
disrupting the climate and the environment.
developed nor the developing nations seem willing to step
• To the leaders of the industrialized nations:
forward and commit to taking action because they fear that
Even if the GHG emissions from the developthe other side will simply accept the offer and ask for more.
ing nations were reduced to zero tomorrow, the
And so negotiations are stretching out and the world’s fever
rate at which your nations are
emitting will cause warming to
exceed dangerous levels later
this century, having gained
only a few decades by the actions of the developing world.
The industrialized nations are
going to have to change their
energy source, no matter what.
You need to move expeditiously, especially because you bear
a special burden because of
your dominant role in causing
past changes in atmospheric
composition.
•      To the leaders of the
developing nations: Even
if GHG emissions from the
industrialized nations were
reduced to zero tomorrow, the
projected growth in developing nation emissions will cause
warming to exceed dangerous
levels later this century, having
gained two or three decades by
Figure 2. GHG abatement potential in the United States to 2030, showing the estimated cost in 2005 U.S.
the actions of the industrialized
dollars per ton of CO2-equivalent (CO2e) abatement for mid-range estimates for implementation of a range of
world. The developing nations
presently identified technologies and actions. Negative costs indicate that savings would occur; the width for
each technology indicates the potential reductions in emissions. The shaded area extending out to 3 GtCO2e/
are going to have to change
yr indicates technologies having a cost of less than $50 per ton of CO2e are available to reduce current U.S.
their path, no matter what, and
emissions by more than 40%. With respect to the impact on the overall economy, the net cost of all of the actions
need to move expeditiously, alindicated is near zero, with the savings matching the expenses.
beit in a differentiated way that
Source: Creyts, J.; Derkach, A.; Nyquist, S.; Ostrowski, K.; Stephenson, J. Reducing U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions: How Much
allows for some growth in CO2
at What Cost?; U.S. Greenhouse Gas Abatement Mapping Initiative; Executive Report. Reprinted with permission from McKinsey
emissions for a brief period to
& Company Analysis and The Conference Board, 2007.
earlier climate will essentially require going to very near zero
emissions for CO2 and other long-lived gases, with much of
the reduction achieved by 2050 and the rest by 2100.
Fortunately, in getting started on the path to sharp reductions in emissions, significant reductions can be achieved
through increases in efficiency (see Figure 2), and experience has taught us that such “low-hanging fruit” tends to
regrow as innovation proceeds. If we pursue a portfolio
approach of matching the most appropriate technologies
to needs and environmental conditions, aggressive research
also seems very likely to provide an array of cost-effective
sources of energy that do not release GHGs.
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emissions reductions while providing sufficient
energy. Cooperation should be possible because
both the industrialized and the developing nations
have strong incentives to achieve these emissions
limitations—the alternative is catastrophe. It is past
time to get on with these efforts. Industrialized
nations need to demonstrate that a modern society
can exist without emitting GHGs. Developing
nations need to achieve the Millennium Development Goals and improve the lives of their people.
Committing to this in writing will show the citizens
of the developed nations that their efforts are
being matched.
• Even with such sharp reductions in emissions, the
climate will continue to change. Adaptation will be
essential, and significant scientific and engineering efforts are going to be needed to limit adverse
impacts. The developing nations have limited resources and capabilities for adaptation, so development needs to be done in ways that accommodate
the coming changes in climate. The industrialized nations have extensive infrastructure at risk
from sea-level rise and they need to start planning
for protection or retreat. For all, limits to water
resources and the increased risks from floods and
droughts merit major attention.
• Because these actions are nonetheless likely to
allow global average temperatures to rise to a level
that would lead to very damaging, even devastating, impacts, research should be started to explore
geoengineering approaches for limiting the peak
warming over what, it can be hoped, will only be a
few-decade interval.

allow for the economic development needed
to raise the standard of living of their people.
The Solution
There is a way to do this—but action is required quickly. It
will not be enough to slow emissions and stabilize at some
higher CO2 concentration. Emissions must be cut so that the
peak concentration is kept as low as possible and then emissions will need to be cut further so that GHG concentrations
return to near or below their current values. Government
negotiators will have to agree on a combination of national
and international regulations, taxes, permits, and incentives
to make this happen. To save the Earth we share, action must
be taken urgently.
• The industrialized nations must get on a path that
reduces their collective GHG emissions by approximately 80% by 2050, and the path must continue
to essentially zero emissions in the few decades
thereafter. Limiting the emissions of all GHGs will
be less expensive overall than focusing on just CO2
emissions, but reducing CO2 emissions is absolutely
critical, given their long lifetime.
• The developing nations need to join the process
and demonstrate the seriousness of their commitment by (1) quickly getting on a path to reduce
their non-CO2 emissions (particularly CH4, soot,
and CO2 from deforestation) ~80% by 2050; and
(2) setting an aggressive goal for improving the efficiency of their economic activities so that increases
in CO2 emissions are kept to a minimum. Improving the efficiency of CO2 use will be essential to
remaining competitive with the improvements that
will necessarily be taking place in the industrialized
nations. Cutting back sharply on non-CO2 emissions is quite cost effective and will contribute to
improving air quality, water quality, waste treatment, coal mine safety, energy efficiency, forest
habitat, and overall quality of life. Of the warming
emissions, soot is particularly important because its
lifetime is short, it is a result of inefficient combustion, and it also darkens and so increases the rate
of melting of mountain glaciers that are important
to river flows in the Himalayas and other regions.
Methane is important because the persistence of its
increased concentration is only a few decades. And
reducing deforestation keeps carbon out of the
atmosphere. Seriously cutting back non-CO2 emissions will provide the needed climate space to allow
for the modest increase in CO2 emissions over the
next few decades. By the end of this period, technologies should be sufficiently developed that it
will be possible to afford cutting back on CO2 emissions, joining the industrialized nations in heading
toward zero emissions by the end of the century.
• Research, development, and demonstration of
energy technologies must be very significantly increased. In addition, there need to be agreements
on sharing technology to accomplish the needed
awma.org

Conclusion

If we fail to act, we will leave a rapidly changing climate to
our children and grandchildren (and their grandchildren),
requiring them to devote substantial resources to adapting to
the ever-changing environment. As Benjamin Franklin said:
“It has been my opinion that he who receives an estate from
his ancestors is under some kind of obligation to transmit the
same to their posterity.” More recently, a local church bulletin board offered a starker view: “Life offers many choices;
eternity only two.” We can either work cooperatively to avoid
catastrophe, or we will experience it.
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